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Introduction

Corpus of data : 2 research projects of the MAESAO in Mali

1988-1996
Etude ethnoarchéologique
de la céramique dans le
Delta intérieur du Niger

1997-… still going on
Paléoenvironnement et
peuplement humain en Afrique
de l Ouest

PhD Thesis 2005 (University of Geneva)
« Traditions céramiques et histoire du peuplement dans la Boucle du Niger au temps
des empires précoloniaux »
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1. Ethnoarchaeological approach

Quantitative study of the ceramic variability related with ethnicity

Forming techniques:
4 main chaînes opératoires



1. Ethnoarchaeological approach

Decorating techniques:
Numerous  techniques

For each technique:
Numerous  tools

Here: the main roulette



1. Ethnoarchaeological approach

Territory of the producing
ethnic group

Ethnic repartition at the
producing level (%)

Spatial repartition at the
consumption level

Criterion: technical (8), mor-
phological (2), decorative (23)

33 maps (N = 2730 ceramics)
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1. Ethnoarchaeological approach

Roulette
impressions:
 
Often good 
correlations 
with traditions 

Other
decor:

Often bad
correlations
with
traditions



1. Ethnoarchaeological approach

1. Forming and decorating techniques of ceramics define
     traditions that reflect producers  identity

2. Ceramics of a compound reflect the inhabitants identity

3. Spatial distribution of a ceramic tradition reflect territory of
producing group

Observation of regularities

Definition of descriptive elements efficient for cultural inferences

1. Forming techniques
2. Some roulette decorations
3. Percentage of ceramics of different traditions in compounds



2. Ethnohistorical approach

• Approach the historical depth of present groups

• Know the main process leading to their formation

• Precise the relations between the different groups

Ethnic groups change through time and space

corpus of reference able to:
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• Protohistoric substratum :
 - W-N-W Mande family : Soninke, Bozo, Nono

- Gur family : Bwa, proto-Mossi
- Nilo-saharan family : proto-Songhay

2. Ethnohistorical approach

Summary of data

• Arrival of allochtone people that get superimposed
   Soninke, Manding, Fulani, Dogon, Mossi, Bamana, Tuareg…

• Contacts, ethnic differentiations, economical specialisations,
  formation of endogamous castes

• Stabilisation of the socio-economical structure from the 15th c.



2. Ethnohistorical approach

That is to say…

• A complex regional population situation
• An important change around 13/15th century AD

  But:
• Present groups said to be autochthonous have local deep roots
• There is more often superpositions than replacements of people

It is accurate to try to reconstruct a history of ceramic
traditions deeper than the 19th century.

Cultural identities become less and less precise when
going further  back in time: the ethnic group concept
shift to the linguistic family concept



3. Archaeological approach



3. Archaeological approach

Ancien iron metallurgy
in at least 2  regions

Break between the end
of Neolithic times and
Protohistory

Dense population
between 3-4th and 13-
15th c. AD

Break around 13/15th c.
with abandonment of
numerous sites, arrival
of new people

Dogon



3. Archaeological approach

Spatial distribution of forming techniques



3. Archaeological approach

Spatial distribution of some frequent roulette impressions

Cylindrical « scoubidou »Braided twine roulette



3. Archaeological approach

Synthesis : BEFORE the 13/15th century AD

Distribution of forming techniques  Distribution of frequent impressions



4. The integration of data

BEFORE 13/15th c. AD : correlation with 3 linguistic families

Mande 
WNW

Gur

Proto-Songhay



4. The integration of data

Bamana
colonisation

Songhay migration

Dogon retreat under
Mossi pressure
(dogon A and B)

Technical borrowings
and transformations
(Fulani, Songhay,
Northern Somono)

Borrowing from Bwa 
and transformation 
(dogon D)

Somono
endogamous
network coming
from native
« water people »

AFTER 13/15th c. AD
Correlation with
present ethnic groups



An application: Dangandouloun rock shelter (7-12th c. AD)

Local production
Gur (Bwa)

Production/consumption
Mande (Proto-Soninke)

Occasional importation
Proto-Songhay 



This model has interesting perspectives at 2  levels:

Regionally : an outstanding tool of interpretation for protohistoric
and historic archaeological sites

More widely : a new approach for the history of techniques and
population

Conclusion


